ACCOUNTING AND AUDIT:
Tish Leroy, Bus. & Adm Mgmt, Acctg & Audit
Harold Cordell, Inventories and Acctg
Loretta Cordell, Bookkeeper
Lucy Cranshaw, Bookkeeper and Clerical
Maureen Pitch, Bookkeeper
Martha Kingman, Bookkeeper
Maria McGee, Bookkeeper
Debbie Touchette, Bookkeeper and Clerical
Terri Carter, Clerical
Maria Katsaros, Bookkeeper and Pursuer

AGRICULTURE, POULTRY AND LIVESTOCK
Russell Moten, Agronomist
James Bogue, Livestock
Wanda Swinney, Livestock
Don Bowers, Scientist, animal feeds
Rob Gig Poultry
Ron Sines, Feedkeeper
Demosthene Koutalas, Banana specialist
Eamessinne March, Herbalist
Jan Wilsey, Citrus
Anthony Simon, Poultry
James Simpson, Gardens
Gene Chaikin, Nursery and orchards

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION AND CONSULTANTS
Johnny Jones, Administration and Business Consultant
Carolyn Leyton, Educator and Administrator
Sarah Tropp, Educator and Legal Advisor
Gene Chaikin, Attorney (U.S. lic)
Kay Nelson, Business Manager and consultant
R. Beam, Management
F. Cartmell, Management
Lee Ingram, Business Administration and consultant
Richard Janaway, Business Administrator and consultant
Tish Leroy, Business Administration Consultant
Michael Poykes, Business Consultant
Helen Swinney, Business Administrator
Charlie Touchette, Business Administrator and Consultant
Mary Satherpoon, Business Management
Vernie Connors, Business Consultant
Maria Katsaros, Financial Administrator
Jack Beam, Business Consultant
Harold Bogue, Business Advisor and Coaching

CONSTRUCTION AND CARPENTRY
Jack Beam, Construction Management
Charlie Touchette, Construction Administrator and specialist
Tom Rice, Master Carpenter
Brian Bouquet, Carpenter
Kim Brewer, Carpenter
(Construction and Carpenter, cont'd)

Walter Cartwell, Carpenter
Bob Davis, Carpenter
Marshall Harris, Carpenter
David George, Carpenter
Clifford Clay, Carpenter
Ken Norton, Carpenter
Albert Touchette, Carpenter
Patricia Cartwell, Carpenter
Greg Watkins, Prem-Lab Carpenter

CHEMICAL ENGINEER & LABORATORY TECH

Pauline Groot, Chemical Engineer, Mathematician and Scientist
Jack Barron, Chemical Engineer
Becky Flowers, Lab Technician
John Harris, Lab Technician and Pathology

FOOD SERVICE

Joyce Touchette, Administration of Kitchens
Linda Arterburn, Bakery
Linda Clinton, Baker
Shirley Hiel's, Nutritionist
Dorothy Orley, Dietician
Mary Touchette, Housewife
James Edwards, Houseman
Irene Thomas, Houseman
Heater Harris, Pastry Baker
Mary Rodgers, Cook
Miller Bridgeman, Butcher
Marshall Harris, Butcher

FOOD STORAGE

Ron Talley, Vacuum Storing
Artis Jeffery, Cookbook

GRAPHIC ARTS & PRINT

Nancy Jones
Ron Jones
Clifford Clay
Peter Matherman

MEDICAL & NURSING

Marcelline Jones, Medical Administrator and R.N.
Larry Schacht, Doctor
Joyce Parks, Nurse-practitioner, general practice & neuro surgery
Sharon Cobb, Nurse-practitioner, pediatrics specialty and obstetrics
Phyllis Bloom, Assistant Administrator and Nurse
Don Fields, Therapist
John Harris, Therapist
Phylis Jones, Dental Technician
Dale Larks, Respiratory Therapist

x-4-2-4b
Health Services, continued

Cleve Speed, Geriatric Administrator
Al Tachetter, X-Ray Technician
Madge Yates, Physical Therapist
Smith Store, Physical Therapist
Judy James, Nurse
Ira Johnson, Nurse
Anita James, Nurse
Rory Rice, Don, Manager
Dorothy Bacon, Nurse
Annie Poore, Nurse
Lois Font, Nurse
Elizabeth Guggero, Nurse and Pharmacy Asst.
Larry Layton, X-Ray Asst.

MECHANIC

Cleve Swinney, Master Machinist
Connie Groen, Machinist Trainee
Preston Nade, Machinist Trainee
Tom Pestal, Machinist Trainee
Carver Cordell, Student Apprentice
Paul McAm, Machinist
Glen Swinney, Machinist

MECHANICAL Workshop, Inventor, Copymen, Sales and Gas Engineer

Tim Swinney, Administrator of shop and Mechanic
Bruce Turner, Mechanic Diesel
Al Bell, Mechanic Gas Engines
Clifford Harris, Mechanic Diesel
Bob McGee, Mechanic Diesel
Diane Elkin, Mechanic Diesel

TECHNICAL & SHOP INVENTOR

Den "Doe" Fitch, Mechanic and Inventor
Jane Hirschmann, Soldier

LUCY, ALASTAIR BANNISTER, SHOPMANN

James Sogue
Clifford Jelf
Charlie Touchette, Administrator

CITRUS FARMERS

Ruby Carroll, Manager and Instructor
Bertha Cook, After
Callie Mitchell, After

x-4-1-4c
Barbara Cordell, Seamstress
Maudie Perkins, Seamstress
Edith Delaney, Seamstress
Estelle McGill, Seamstress
Frances Stevenson, Seamstress

(We have many sewing specialties, have not polled these yet.)

SHOW RUNNER

Chuck Baikman
Glen Atten

SOCIAL WORKER

Sharon Ames
Pat Gummet
Laura Johnston
Barbara Gaynor

SOIL MANUFACTURER

Etta Thomas
Rhavienia Jean
Jack Barron, Chemist

TRACTORS, CATERPILLAR & FARM

Mike Touchette, Operator and Mechanic Cats
Al Simon, Operator and Mechanic Cats
Terry Baikman, Operator Tractors
Horace Griffith, Operator Cats
Stephen Jones, Operator Cats
Jose Simon, Mechanic Cats and Tractors
Philip Blakeney, Operator Tractors
Stanley Blue, Mechanic and operator, Tractor Mech & operator
Leon Perry, Operator Tractors

PERSONAL AND INDIRECT SUPPORT

Paula Adams
Edith Bogue
Terri Buxford
Tim Carter
Vernette Christian
Larry Crenshaw
Carol Dennis
Avelyn Hickler
Brian Hickler
Maurice Hite
Sylvia Grubbs
Jan Turvich
Ava Jones
Karen Leyton
(Typing and Secretarial, continued)

Fish Leroy
Marie McCann
Ben Orest
Andrew Walker
Frances Johnson

MARECEDING

Nathaniel Swinney
Jerry Varks
Ron Barrett
Greg Watkins
Helen Swinney
Alice Ingram

HELP F.P.-19

Bruce Oliver

WOOD AND CARPET DEP.

Ron Smalls
Mark Toutte
Kim Presley
Clifford Oier
Ken Horton

(The above list is not a complete list of skills, and does not include the skills of the last arrivals of Jonestown.)